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Do you have to review a court case and read tens if not hundreds of pages for lecture material to make a measly one page case brief? Let us help you! Save yourself hours of wasted precious time, and check out this case brief, submitted by undergraduate student Jeanna Banka. In each brief Banka offers a brief summer of the background, constitutionality, decision, lasting effect, and court in which each case occurred in; all in just one page! So all those cases you need to know point by point, just got a little shorter! Check out this case brief if you need details on the case Dred Scott v. Sandford.*Note: The works submitted to Writer's Block Publishing were written for the sole purpose of providing students with critical thinking, and give such students ideas of what to write about. However, these essays are subject to the ownership of each author and Writer's Block Publishing. Please do not plagiarize. It is illegal and will not work for these essays (as they have already been used in classes and submitted to the general databases). W.B.P. aims to promote creative and critical thinking only. We hope that you enjoy this work, and maintain a code of honesty and integrity. Remember this essay is a published work, and should be re-used only through proper citation, thank you.